Neural network models have shown promise in the temporal relation extraction task. In this paper, we present the attention based neural network model to extract the containment relations within sentences from clinical narratives. The attention mechanism used on top of GRU model outperforms the existing state-of-the-art neural network models on THYME corpus in intra-sentence temporal relation extraction.
Introduction
A well-known challenge in leveraging electronic health records (EHRs) for research is to extract the information embedded in clinical texts. The recent progress in Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques has facilitated the use of information in text for various clinical applications (Wang et al., 2017) . One important NLP task in the clinical domain is to extract temporal relations between events and time expressions from clinical text for various EHR-based applications, such as clinical decision support and predictive modeling.
Along with studies in modeling clinical temporal events using structured EHR data (Zhao et al., 2017; Che et al., 2018) , a series of temporal information extraction share tasks have been organized to encourage community efforts on the temporal relation extraction on unstructured clinical texts from EHR, such as i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) 2012 challenge (Sun et al., 2013) and Clinical TempEval shared tasks (Bethard et al., , 2015 (Bethard et al., , 2016 . While both corpora are based on de-identified clinical notes, the major differences between i2b2 and TempEval are the evaluation and temporal event modeling. The i2b2 challenge evaluation enumerates all possible entity pairs from a clinical document into the evaluation, while the TempEval tasks leverage the concept of narrative containers which will enhance conventional temporal relations. In this study, we focus on the containment information extraction in TempEval.
In addition to the feature-based machine learning approaches such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and conditional random field from topperforming TempEval 2016 systems (Lee et al., 2016; Abdulsalam et al., 2016; Tourille et al., 2016) , there are several machine learning systems proposed after the shared task. Leeuwenberg and Moens (2017) used a structured learning method to predict temporal relations: proposed an XML tag representation neural models such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to mark the positions of the entities and achieved better performance compared to token position embeddings. They also evaluated the contains relations solely on medical events. Lin et al. (2016) experimented on different representations of XML tags proposed in , and the results indicated that the input representation is an importance factor for the performance of neural models. A bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) approach has also been proposed in (Tourille et al., 2017) . Their model utilized character embeddings to create a hierarchical LSTM model with corpus entities attributes as input into the embedding layer of their neural architecture. Recent related works using self-training (Lin et al., 2018) and human-like temporal reasoning via tree-based LSTM-RNN (Galvan et al., 2018 ) also achieved good performance in various evaluation scenarios, but direct comparisons are challenging due to differences in evaluation.
Inspired by visual attention models for object recognition in computer vision (Xu et al., 2015; Mnih et al., 2014) , attention mechanism has also been successfully applied in several NLP tasks such as machine translation (Luong et al., 2015) , machine reading (Cheng et al., 2016) , document classification (Yang et al., 2016) and relation extraction (Lin et al., 2016) , to obtain state-of-the-art performance. The attention layer oversees the entire sequence of recurrent neural network (RNN) units and is trained to pay more "attention" to salient units.
In this paper, we present an attention neural model to identify containment relations from clinical narratives with annotated medical events and temporal information. The model achieves stateof-the-art performance in intra-sentence temporal relation extraction while using minimal entity features and external knowledge.
Materials
We use the THYME (Temporal Histories of Your Medical Event) corpus (Styler IV et al., 2014) to evaluate our proposed models. THYME corpus is extracted from Mayo Clinic colon cancer data, which contains clinical notes from 200 patients. The corpus is manually de-identified to remove patient identification, and is fully annotated into two types of entities: Timex3 and Event. Timex3 contains temporal information like event dates and timestamps. The definition of event is a broad concept of patient health related conditions and mentions.
All the Event entities contain 5 attributes, "Modality", "Degree", "Polarity", "Type" and "DocTimeRel". The Document Time Relations (DocTimeRel) specifies the temporal relation of the event to the time of service. In this study, we focused on the temporal relations between two different entities within one sentence, namely intra-sentence relations as referred in (Tourille et al., 2017) . Therefore, we did not include DocTimeRel, which is an event attribute, into our model and evaluation.
Methods
We define the temporal relation extraction problem as a relation classification problem among relation candidates generated from annotated entities. Specifically, for all the events within one sentence, we enumerate all possible entity pairs as relation candidates. Then, we assign relation labels based on the gold standard annotations provided with the corpora. In THYME corpus, the gold standard annotations consist of relation between two entities and its relation type. When we prepare the dataset for relation classification, for each combination of entities, we have three potential labels: 1) the first entity "CONTAINS" the second entity in temporal; 2) the first entity is "CON-TAINED" by the second entity; 3) the two entities do not have a containment temporal relation, i.e. "NA".
Input Representation
Given clinical narratives with annotated entities, we first use the Punkt sentence tokenizer 1 to separate the sectionized raw text into section titles and sentences. Then an associated encoding of entities into XML tags are constructed, following the work of Lin et al . The event entities are surrounded by "<e>" and "</e>". The temporal entities are replaced by the special XML tags from time class provided with the entity annotations, e.g. "<time>", "<date>", "<dura-tion>" and "<prepostexp>", and surrounded by "<t>" and "</t>". In our preliminary experiments, this entity representation also leads to better results than position embeddings, which use relative distances between two entities as index to compute the high-dimensional embeddings of each word (Zeng et al., 2014) .
Attention Neural Models
To improve the system performance of neural network models, we would like to leverage the emerging attention mechanism. Attention based RNN uses an attention layer to capture the salient units of a sequence by maintaining a context vector for the sequence models. Word-level attention weights can be interpreted as importance measure in given contexts, i.e. temporal relation indicators for each relation instance of a sentence. The architecture of our proposed model is shown in Figure 1 . In the example, the entities "monitored" and "three months" are surrounded by the XML tags introduced above. The Timex3 entity "three months" is replaced by the entity type "<dura-tion>" when feeding into the word embedding layer. Ideally, a high attention weight will be given to the preposition "in", as it is the word expressing the containment relations between the event and the time. Besides, the entity and the tags may also need to contribute to the discrimination of different relation types. The vectors of RNN units are denoted as h i , where i is the index of the input tokens in the generated relation instances. Similar to (Yang et al., 2016) , we would like to obtain a word-level attention weights a i for each entity pair, which is calculated based on the sequence of RNN outputs, either LSTM or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) proposed in (Cho et al., 2014) . To reward the salient units for relation classification, a trainable context vector u v is used to retrieve the attention weights a i , and it is computed from trainable parameters W v and b v from the attention layer. The wordlevel attention weight a i is calculated using a softmax function. Afterwards, the sentence vector s is computed as the weighted sum of a i . Specifically, the sentence vector can be computed as:
The word embedding, RNN and attention layers combined can be regarded as an instance encoder. For each relation instance generated as described in Section 3.1, those layers together encode the instance into a multi-dimensional vector s. The encoded relation instance vector s is then fed into a fully connected layer. The output dimension of the fully connected layer is set to the number of potential labels, which is 3 in this study.
Then, a softmax function normalizes the outputs into a predicted probability of 3 labels, where the sparse cross entropy loss is calculated and minimized during training. We take the maximum probability as the relation label for the evaluation of closure-enhanced precision, recall and F1-score.
Evaluation
The official evaluation scripts of TempEval 2 use the concept of "narrative containers" (Miller et al., 2013) to validate the results. Narrative containers is a set of events that contains multiple temporal relations. The official evaluation uses narrative container to evaluate the system performance, instead of evaluating directly from the relation classification results by instances. The usage of closure is intended to reduce the penalty caused by extracting the implicit relations that can be inferred between events but are not included in the annotation.
Following the shared task of TempEval 2016 and recent related work on the THYME corpus, we focus on the extraction of temporal containment relations. This is because the prevalence of contains relations is much higher than other temporal relations.
Experiments and Discussion
We ran our experiments on similar settings as . The cross sentence relations are excluded in our evaluation.
The models are implemented in Keras with Tensorflow backend. The experiments are done on a computing server with NVIDIA Tesla P40 GPU. Each epoch of attention based LSTM took approximately 300 seconds while GRU will take approximately 250 seconds, due to fewer trainable parameters needed for each unit.
The 300-dimension word embeddings from Glove-6B 3 are selected as the input based on our preliminary experiments on trained embeddings from biomedical domain (Wang et al., 2018) as well as the THYME corpus. The embedding of out-of-vocabulary words, including special XML tags, are determined by random sampling from unit distribution in [-0.1, 0.1]. The hyperparameters are selected based on the optimal combination from the development set when training on
Model
Event-Time Event-Event P R F1 P R F1 THYME 0.577 0.845 0.685 0.595 0.572 0.584 CNN tokens (Tourille et al., 2017) 0.670 0.681 0.675 BiLSTM + cTAKES (Tourille et al., 2017) Table 2 : Performance comparison in intra-sentence containment relations on test set the training set. To avoid potential overfitting during the training phase, we apply drop out technique (Srivastava et al., 2014) with the drop out rate of 0.5. Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is used with learning rate 0.001 to train the model and sparse categorical cross entropy as the loss function. We apply early stopping during training to avoid overfitting by terminating the training process if there is no validation accuracy increase in consecutive 4 epochs. Then the training and development set are combined to train the model while tested on the testing set. The batch size of training is 64, and the unit size for RNN units is set 128 based on hyperparameter tuning.
The evaluation results on Event-Time and Event-Event relation extraction in closureenhanced precision (P), recall (R) and F1-score are shown in Table 1 . "ATT-" denotes our attention based RNN models. The results in Table 1 are directly comparable with the work in , since the models of Event-Time Event-Event relations are trained separately. The most significant improvement is from the EventTime relation extraction, where the ATT-GRU (0.750) outperforms the CNN model by 0.050. In the Event-Event relations, ATT-GRU model outperforms the CNN model, but is not as good as the feature based SVM model in the THYME system (-0.05). One potential reason for the performance gain is that the ATT models oversee all units from the RNN layer rather than focusing on the max pooling of local features as CNN.
When we combined both Event-Time and Event-Event relations together, Table 2 shows the results for all temporal relations within each sentence. Compared to other neural network models, our proposed ATT-GRU (0.690 F1) is favorably comparable to the BiLSTM model incorporating cTAKES outputs 4 (BiLSTM+cTAKES) and character embeddings (+0.007). We only use the raw text and annotated entity types, while BiLSTM+cTAKES requires finer granularity of the UMLS 5 entity types and semantic types as inputs. It is our future perspective to utilize character-level information and entity attributes as the input to further improve our system. ATT-GRU performs better than LSTM in all the three evaluation scenarios. One potential reason is that GRU has less trainable parameters compared to LSTM, thus it may converge better in a corpus with relatively limited positive relational instances.
One challenge for neural models in the temporal relation extraction task is class imbalance. The majority of the errors are caused by the confusion between negative ("NA") and positive ("CON-TAINS"+"CONTAINED") instances, while very few of the errors are from the confusion of "CON-TAINS" and "CONTAINED" relations. The ratios between positive and negative relations of EventEvent, Event-Time and those combined are 1:3.4, 1:12.7 and 1:8.4, respectively. The class weights are tuned in the feature-based THYME system to improve the balance of precision and recall, but there is no such effort on other neural models in both our work and . analyzed the impact of different XML tags for the temporal entities as inputs. The one-token tag representation for multi-word temporal repressions (e.g. replacing the Timex3 mention "March 11, 2014" by "<date>") shows improvements on the classification, which is also used in our study. Compared to Lin's method, our model is a single neural model instead of a combined model of CNN and SVM for Event-Event and Event-Time relations, respectively. Leeuwenberg and Moens (Leeuwenberg and Moens, 2017) used structured learning on all relations within token distance of 30. The framework can also be extended to model inter-sentence relations by adding such relation instances into the training and testing, but fine-tuned down-sampling needs to be done to optimize its performance.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the attention-based neural networks on temporal relation extraction. The proposed attention based GRU model achieved state-of-the-art performance in intrasentence containment temporal relation extraction on THYME corpus.
In future, we would like to adopt the hierarchical model with character embeddings in the word-level representation into our attention based neural networks. We would also like to explore the comparison between different variations of the attention mechanisms such as multihead attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) and selfattention (Cheng et al., 2016; Verga et al., 2018) .
